View Point of Central Office on Tech (4K) Issue
I am regularly receiving messages and mails from members belonging to Tech
(4K) Cadre. It is beyond doubt that you have been suffering since 1999 and the
issue has not been paid attention which was required to be given.Infact EA
(5K) and Tech (4K) issues are the by products of 25.02.1999 agreement. I regret
that the issue must have been taken with more sincerity way back. However, a
case backed by EZ, ARTEE and Central Office was filed by three Individuals in
CAT Kolkata. In this case hearing is completed and verdict is awaited. We are
expecting a favorable verdict. But again the same mistake is committed as did in
EA (5K) issue. Even if the Kolkata verdict is favorable and it is implemented, the
benefit will be given to THREE applicants only.
Sensing this, we filed a case OA 1575/2015 in CAT Delhi. The hearing of this case
is scheduled on 04.09.15. Till today Government has not filed any reply. So they
are going to seek more time. It is our experience that Government always delay
filing any reply at least for two three hearing dates.
I agree that the case is filed late and the issue was not given proper attention
but I cannot change the judicial procedure. Member of Tech (4K) sending me
SMSs, Mails and posting on FB. It is your right but I am already paying maximum
attention to the issue. I think this is not required.
Some people are willing to come to Delhi to be present on hearing on 04.09.15.
I agree that you people are deprived since a long time and the case filed by us
should have been filed long way back. But since till today government has not
filed any reply and as per our sources they are going to ask more time. It is my
experience for two/three dates they never file reply and courts give them time
for that. So it is of no use to come Delhi at present.
The cases with which you people are comparing are around decade old and Tech
(4K) case cannot be brought to the equal footing in a single stretch. All cases like
EA (5K), ACP PATNA, Tech vs LA, which are reaching finality are more than a
decade old. So any comparison is meaningless.
While sayi g I do ’t ea that this case should also go to that level. Have faith.
We are doing and we will try every possible way to solve the issue at the
earliest.
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